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24.

ON THE INVERSE ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS.

[From the Cambridge Mathematical Journal, t. iv. (1845), pp. 257—277.]
The properties of the inverse elliptic functions hâve been the object of the researches of the two illustrions analysts, Abel and Jacobi. Ainoiig their most reinarkable ones may be reckoned the formula; given by Abel (Œuvres, t. i. p. 212 [Ed. 2, p. 843]), in which the functions φa, fa, Fa, (corresponding to Jacobi’s sin am. a, cos am . a, ^am. a, though not précisély équivalent to these, Abels radical being [(1 — (1 ÷ andJacobi’s, like that of Legendre’s [(1 - zc^) (1 - Aj≡λ^)]j), are expressed in the form of fractions, having a common denominator ; and this, together with the three numerators, resolved into a doubly infinite series of factors ; i.e. the general factor contains two independent integers. These formulas may conveniently be referred to as “ Abel’s double factorial expressions” for the functions φ, f, F. By dividing each of these products into an infinite number of partial products, and expressing these by means of circular or exponential functions, Abel has obtained (pp. 216—218) two other Systems of formulæ for the same quantities, which may be referred to as “Abel’s first and second single factorial Systems.” The theory of the functions forming the above numerators and denominator, is mentioned by Abel in a letter to Legendre (Œuvres, t. II. p. 259 [Ed. 2, p. 272]), as a subject to which his attention had been directed, but none of his researches upon them hâve ever been published. Abel’s double factorial expressions hâve nowhere any- thing analogous to them in Jacobi’s Fund. Nova; but the System of formulæ analogous to the first single factorial System is given by Jacobi (p. 86), and the second System is implicitly contained in some of the subséquent formulæ. The functions forming the numerator and denominator of sin am. u, Jacobi represents, omitting a constant factor, by H (îi), (“) (u} ; and proceeds to investigate the properties of these iiew functions. This he principally effects by means of a very remarkable équation of the form

(il) = ⅜ + Bfodu. f du sin- am u,
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24] ON THE INVERSE ELLIPTIC FÜNCTIONS. 137
{Fund. Nova, pp. 145, 133), by whicb Θ (u) is made to dépend on the known fonction sin am. u. The other two numerators are easily expressed by means of the two functions H, Θ.From the omission of AbeΓs double factorial expressions, which are the only ones which display clearly the real nature of the functions in the numerators and denomi- nators ; and besides, from the different form of Jacobi’s radical, which complicates the transformation from an impossible to a possible argument, it is cliffîcult to trace the connection between Jacobi’s formulæ ; and in particular to account for the appearance of an exponential factor which runs through them, It would seem therefore natural to make the whole theory dépend upon the définitions of the new transcendental functions to which Abel’s double factorial expressions lead one, even if these définitions were not of such a nature, that one only wonders they should never hâve been assumed à priori from the analogy of the circular functions sin, cos, and quite independently of the theory of elliptic intégrais. This is accordingly what I hâve done in the présent paper, in which therefore I assume no single property of elliptic functions, but demonstrate them ail, from my fondamental équations. For the sake however of comparison, I retain entirely the notation of Abel. Several of the formulæ that will be obtained are new.

The infinite product .............(1),where m reçoives the integer values +1, + 2, ...+r, converges, as is well known, as 
r becomes indefinitely great to a determinate fonction sin — of x ; the theory of which might, if necessary, be investigated from this property assumed as a définition. We are thus naturally led to investigate the properties of the new transcendant

........(2) :
m and n are integer numbers, positive or negative ; and it is supposed that whatever positive value is attributed to either of these, the corresponding negative one is also given to it. i = √ ( — 1), ω and v are real positive quantifies. (At least this is the standard case, and the only one we shall explicitly consider. Many of the formulæ obtained are true, with slight modifications, whatever ω and υ represent, provided only ω : υi be not a real quantity ; for if it were so, mω + nvi for some values of 
TO, n would vanish, or at least become indefinitely small, and u would cease to be a determinate function ofNow the value of the above expression, or, as for the sake of shortness it may be written, of the function ....(3),

I hâve examined the case of impossible values of ω and υ in a paper which I am preparing for Crelie s 
Journal. [The paper here referred to is [25], actually published in Liouville's Journal}.

G· 18
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138 ON THE INVERSE ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS. [24dépends in a remarkable manner on the mode in which the superior limits of w, n 
axe assigned. Imagine m, n to hâve any positive or negative integer values satisfying the équation

...............Consider, for greater distinctness, m, n as the coordinates of a point; the équation 
Φ v?} = T belongs to a certain curve symmetrical with respect to the two axes. I suppose besides that this is a continuons curve without multiple points, and such that the minimum value of a radius vector through the origin continually increases as 
T increases, and becomes infinite with T. The curve may be analytically discontinuons, this is of no importance. The condition with respect to the limits is then that m and n must be integer values denoting the coordinates of a point within the above curve, the whole System of such integer values being successively taken for these quantities.Suppose, next, u' denotes the same function as m, except that the limiting condition is

.............The curve ή> (τn≡, n≡) = T' is supposed to possess the same properties with the other limiting curve, and, for greater distinctness, to lie entirely outside of it ; but this last condition is nonessential.These conditions being satisfied, the ratio u' : u is very easily determined in the limiting case of T and T' infinité. In fact
or

.. (6),

. (7)>the limiting conditions being (8),
Now .... (9).

.. (10),or, the alternate terms vanishing on account of the positive and negative values destroying each other.
In general ........(11).

....... (12),
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24] ON THE INVERSE ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS. 139

P denoting a series the first tenu of which is of the form Ci/r {m, n), and the remaining eues depending on the differential coefficients of this quantity with respect to τη and n. The limits between which the two sides are to be taken, are identical.In the présent case, supposing T and T' indefinitely great, it is easy to see that the first term of the expression for l — is the only one which is not indefinitely small ·. and we hâve
... (13),where

. (14);the limits of the intégration being given by
........(15).

Some particular cases are important. Suppose the limits of u' are given by
and those of u, by
we hâve

..(16),

..(17);

..(18),

θr, in this case,
A-gain, let the limits of u' be
and those of n.

.(19).

(20),

■ (21).

(22),

18—2
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140 ON THE INVERSE ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS. [24where the limits are n≡υ≡ < S'"^, for the terms containing R', nV < , ίοτ the tenuscontaining R,

....(2'3),

the arcs λ, λ' being included between the limits 0, ⅜τr. Hence ...............(24).
In particularwhere for which quantity it will continue to be used.We may now completely define the fonctions whose properties are to be investi- gated. Writing, for shortness. ......... (^),

we may put
....(B),

the limits being given respectively by the équationsmod. (m, n) < T, mod. {m, n) < T, mod. (m, n) < T, mod. (m, < T,

T being hnally infinite. The System of values m = 0, = 0, is of course omitted in 7^:.The functions ya;, gx, Gx, arc ail of them real finite fonctions of x, possessu-properties analogous to that of u. Thus, representing any one of them by Jx, we havf
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24] ON THE INVERSE ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS. 141where is the same as Jx, only for t/js» the limits are given by w⅝≡ or
{in + ⅜)2 (y2 Qy. _j. ^^2 y2 _ infinite), and for «7_β x, by the satne(Sformulæ, S, and infinite). It is to this équation that the most characteristic properties of the functions Jx are due.The following équations are deduced immediately frorn the above définitions:

Suppose Yiic, G^x^ €51«, are the values that would hâve been obtained for γ«, gx, Ox, €5a; by interchanging ω and υ,—then changing x into xi, and interchanging m and n, by which means the limiting équations are the same in the two cases, we obtain the following System of équations:

or otherwise.
........... {F},

équations which are useful in transforming almost any other property of the functions J.The functions JβX are changed one into another, except as regards a constant multiplier, by th*e change of x into x + ^. This will be shown in a Note, or it may be seen from some formulæ deduced immediately from the définitions of the functions 
JβX, which will be given in the sequeP. Observing the relation between Jx and JβX, we hâve in particular ....... (^),

* Not given in the présent paper. [The Note was given, see p. 154, and the formulæ referred to mnst hâve 
been the formulæ (711) p. 144.]
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142 ON THE INVERSE ELLIPTIC EÜNCTIONS. [24

where Λ, B, C, D, &re most simply determined by writing îc = 0, a: = -^. Putting at 7Γωthe same time = e " =
...............

whence also ................ (25).Sirailarly, the functions J-βX qxq changed one into the other by the change of λ; into ic + ⅜υι. We hâve in the same way
.........(n

Whence
........... (J)·

πυwhere e^*'^ = e" =CΓ^∙ It is obvions that the relation between q and q^ is Iq. Iqi ≈ —We obtain from the above ............ (26).
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24] ON THE INVERSE ELLIPTIG FUNCTIONS. 143Also, by making — the expression for γ + g) zc = - in that for

and ùhe same or an équivalent one would hâve been obtained from the functions G, €&.By combining the above Systems, we deduce one of the form
......w,

and, observing the équation (— 1), with the following values for the coefficients.
... (Z),

Collecting the formulæ which connect y these are
.... (Z bis),
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144 ON THE INVERSE ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS. [24And by the assistance of these
.......(28),

which will be required presently.It is now easy to proceed to the general Systems of formulæ,
..(M
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24] ON THE INVERSE ELLTPTIC FUNCTIONS. 145Suppose æ; = 0, we hâve the new Systems,
.... {Mbis).

obtain immediately, by taking the logarithmic differentials of the functions γίτ, gχ^ Qχ^ the équations
= n = 0 admissible, ..

the limits being the same as in the case of the factorial expressions.Consider an équation
C. 19
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146 ON THE INVERSE ELLIPTIC FÜNCTIONS. [24we hâve ..(30).

. (31).(The application of the ordinary method of décomposition into partial fractions, which is in general exceedingly precarious when applied to transcendental functions, is justified here by a theorem of Cauchy’s, which will presently be quoted.) We hâve thus
and similarly

.... (0),

in which we hâve written
................ (32).

Eliminating the derived coefficients,
... (33).

Adding these équations, b' = eP + c∖ or b≈U( . y . y . · k.+ c≡), in which sense it will continue toAlso,
Suppose

then

............... (^)∙

.................. (QX

..............
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24] ON THE INVERSE ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS. 147and also ...(S),

Hence, putting for fx, Fx, their values,
..· (O;or writing </>a? = y, and integrating.

.......... {U},

GT

which shows that φ is an inverse elliptic function.The équations which are the foundation of the theory of the fonctions φ, f, F, are deduced immediately from the équations (β}. (Abel, Œuvres, tom. i. p. 143 [Ed. 2, p. 268.]) These are
.......(Ό,

so that from this point we may take for granted any properties of these fonctions. We see, for instance, immediately,
whence ....(TF),

....(X),

which givθ values of ω, v in tenus of c, e ; values which may be developed in a vanety θf ways, in infinite series. We may also express 7 and consequently’ -·· <≥c., by means of the quantifies c, e. hâve only to combine the équations
19—2
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148 ON THE INVERSE ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS. [‘24with the former relations between these quantities, and we hâve
....(F),

which are to be substituted iu any formulæ into which these quantities enter.The following is Cauchy’s Theorem, {Exercises de Math. t. ii. p. 289).“If in attributing to the modulus r of the variable ......... (35),infinitely great values, these can be chosen so that the two functions ....(36),sensibly vanish, whatever be the value of p, or vanish in general, though ceasing to do so and obtaining finite values for certain particular values of p ; then ....... (37),the intégral residue being reduced to its principal value.”To understand this, it is only necessary to remark that the intégral residue in question is the series of fractions that would be obtained by the ordinary process of décomposition ; and by the principal value is meant, that ail those roots are to be taken, the modulus of which is not greater than a certain limit, this lirnit being afterwards made infinite.Suppose now fx is a fraction, the numerator and denominator of which are monomiab of the form (7ic)^ · · ·, τη... being positive integers, and of course no commonfactor being left in the numerator and denominator.Let λ be the excess of the degree of the denominator over that of the numerator. Suppose the modulus r of {z) has any value not the same with any of the moduli of...(38).
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24 J ON THE INVERSE E LL 1 PT IC FUNCTIONS. 149Then we hâve ........... (39),
Θ beirig a finite quantity, such that none of the functions Jθ vanish. m and w are the greatest integer values which allow the possible part of Θ and the coefficient of its impossible part to remain positive. We hâve therefore ......... (40),
M being finite ; or when r is infinite, at least one of the values m, n is infinite. The function y⅛ reduces itself to the form ........ (41).where F is finite. Hence q^ and q being always less than unity, fz, and consequently both ^)j and ∕(~∙2^)j vanish for r=oo, as long as λ is positive.

ZiZIn the case of λ = 0, the conditions are still satisfied, if we suppose fæ to dénoté an uneven function of æ : for when λ = 0, the index of exponential in the above expression vanishes, or fz is constantly finite. But fz being an odd function of z,vanishes for z infinite, on account of the z inthe denominator : hence the expansion is admissible in this case. But it is certainly so also, in a great niany cases at least, where fz is an even function of z\ for these may be deduced from the others by a simple change in the value of the variable. For instance, from the expansion of γ;» ÷ gx, which is an odd function, by writing æ + — for æ, we obtain that of Gx ÷ which is even.
Zi

k. case of some importance is when the function is of the above form, multiplied by an exponential Here writing z ≈ mω + nxji + Θ, the admissibility of theformula dépends on the evanescence of ........................(42);or, if a = h + ki^ this becomes, omitting a finite factor. ...(43),which vanishes if Λ≡ + i.e. the modulus of a is less than ∖β. The limitingcase is admissible when the series is convergent.We obtain in this way a very great variety of formulæ. For instance.
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1 5 0  O N  T H E  I N V E R S E E L LI P TI C  F U N C TI O N S.  [ 2 4

i n w hi c h  t h e m o d ul u s  of a r a u st n ot e x c e e d β  : i n t h e li miti n g c a s e s, f o r a ≈ β,  b  

m u st  b e  e nti r el y i m p o s si bl e, a n d f o r a  =  —  β,  b m u st  b e e nti r el y r e al. T h e  f o r m ul æ f o r 
y x a r e

... ( 4 4),

a n d f o r δ  =  0,

.. ( 4 5),

.....{ B y

N e xt  t h e S y st e m,

w hi c h  i s p a rti all y  gi v e n b y  A b el.

W e  m a y  o bt ai n,  i n li k e m a n n e r,  e x p r e s si o n s f o r t h e f u n cti o n s

. ( si x t e r m s of  t hi s f o r m) ,..

(t w el v e)

( si x)

(f o u r) 

(f o u r) 

( o n e)

.....{ c y

.......( ^ λ

.....{ E y

.....{ E ∖

..........

.... { H')·,
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24] ON THE INVERSE ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS. 151each of them, except (E'), (the System for which, admitting no exponential, has already heen given,) multiplied by an exponential the limits of a being + 2β, + jô,+ )8, ±3/3, + 2y3, ±4/9. For the limiting values, b must be entirely impossible for the superior limit, and entirely possible for the inferior one.Thus the last case is
.......  (H'),

in particular ..(46),

or the analogous formula obtained by changing β, q^, m into — β, q, n.The function φ⅛, which is even, and for which λ = 0, cannot be expanded entirely in a series of partial fractions : but {æ — α)^^ may be so expanded. Multiply by (« — a), the second side has for its general term
équivalent to
Summing ail the K''s, we hâve an équation of the form (47).To détermine the coeflScients as simply as possible, change x into x + ⅜ω + - (48),.(49),
θr writing a; q- {m, w) for x, and therefore îc = 0 in the values of L and M,

^hence
..(50),
..(51).
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152 ON THE INVERSE ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS. ∣~24Integrating this last équation twîce, ··· (52),•••(53),oran équation from which it is easy to détermine the coefficient A.Suppose for a moment
But similarly φ⅛ — φ≡ (to — a;) = 0 ; whence
whence, writing
HenceButor, comparing thèse,

...........(54)..........  (55);
■•■(56),
•■■(57).or writing .... (581

■■■· (nthenwhich is the formula corresponding to the one of Jacobi’s referred to at the beginning of this paper. Analogous formulæ may be deduced from it by writing x + ^, or x + —, or x + ^ + ~, instead of x.

The following formulæ, making the necessary changes of notation, are taken from Jacobi. We hâve . (59),
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24] ΟΧ THE INVERSE ELLIPTIC EÜNCTIONS. 153

whence ..(60),
..(61).the first side of which is

Hence, multiplying by and observing the value of CBrcc,
....(62).

If in this case we interchange æ;, a and add,
...........(63).

[By subtracting, we should hâve obtained an équation only difïering from the above in the sign of a.]Integrating the last équation but one, with respect to a,

the intégral being taken from a = 0. Hence
orwhence also

..(64);
...(J),

these équations being obtained from the first by the change of x into x + +most important group of formulæ in the présent theory. By integrating the same formulæ with respect to x, and representing by Π {x, a) the 
, f — (ba fa Fa φ^xdx -, ... , .intégral ----- —h-------------- , Jacobi obtains

J 0 1 + e^cWaφ^x

an équation which conducts him almost immediately to the formulæ for the addition of the argument or of the parameter in the function Π. This, however, is not very
C. 20
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154 ON THE INVERSE ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS. [24closely coiinected with the présent subject. For some formulæ also deduced from (63),by which is expressed in terms of the fonction φ, seeJacobi.Note.—We hâve

the limite of n being +q, and those of m being + p, in the first case, and p, -p-ï, 
Pin the second case. Also - = oo.?We deduce immediately

(paying attention to the omission of (m = 0, n = 0) in and supposing that thisvalue enters into the numerator of the expression just obtained, but not into its denominator). This is of the form
but the limits are not the same in this product and in gβX. In the latter m assumes the value — p — 1, which it does not in the former; hence
and the above product reduces itself to unity in conséquence of ail the values assumed by n being indefinitely small compared with the quantity {p + ⅜) ; we hâve therefore .......(θό).and similar expressions for the remaining functions. To illustrate this further, suppose we had been considering, iustead of 'iβX, the function '^-βX, given by the same formula, but with = 0, instead of - = ∞. We hâve in this case also7 9
A.' différent from A on account of the different limits. The divisor of the second side takes the form
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24] ON THE INVERSE ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS. 155where the extreme values of n are infinite as comparée! with p. This may be reduced to

neglecting the exponentials whose indices are infinitely great and negative. Observing the value of β this becomes and we hâve
a resuit of the form of that which would be deduced from the équations 7_β £c = x, 

= = Λ,ρβΧ. It is scarcely necessary to remark that 7_^æ: has thesame relations to the change of x into ÷as η^x has to that of x into x + ^∙

20—2
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